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[11:44] Greetings, It is I, Lord Metatron. I come from the Collective Consciousness of the All
That Is, presenting myself now, with you, as an individual Divine expression. And I join you
within your beautiful Bubble of Light.
I am with you this evening to talk to you about the immense Light Codes that have been
showering the Earth for the last few years, especially in 2017. And this has continued as
2018 approached and began to evolve in its cyclical circling. This particular energy that is
now being showered on Planet Earth and on each one of you and all of humanity is to
awaken the memory of yourself as that Christed Being of Light, who creates, in a body, on
Planet Earth.
So often we have talked to you about the Collective Consciousness. We have talked to you
about you being part of that Collective energy. And this is so. The most valuable thing that
you can begin to realize, though, because of the Presence of these beautiful Light codes and
Light energy, this wave of Light that is now present, is to value who you are as that unique
individual. This is what brings in that Light Template of Unity and Love, that 5 th Dimensional
Template. It takes each one of you, in your uniqueness, to create a difference. You are a
Collective Consciousness by nature. But you also are an individual Divine expression, as part
of that Collective Consciousness.
The 5th Dimensional Light Template that is beginning to become very stable in the world of
form on Planet Earth is substantiated and upheld by your presence, as you hold that
integrity of yourself from that individual Divine perspective, day by day. You affect the
Collective Consciousness of every human on the planet, just by your presence. It’s not
about evangelizing your belief system or evangelizing what you know from the wisdom of
your Soul. But it is BEING that Christ Consciousness, that Divine Image, every single day.
This only happens through taking time, individually, being quiet, and recognizing every little
part of yourself that is that beautiful, beautiful Divine expression.
There is another part of this, Dear Ones, that is very relevant now. Many of you have
explored genetic lineage patterns and how that affects your reality, how that affects how
you create your reality from those imprints or those belief systems that you have inherited
from your physical genetic lineage. But there is another lineage, and it’s the lineage of your
SoulSpirit, that’s important for you also to recognize. So, as you let go of those patterns
from the genetic part of your lineage and begin to see a different picture of yourself, that
you can access that SoulSpirit lineage, the knowing of yourself.
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[18:07] You are planting seeds, just by your presence this evening, just by your ability to
receive all of those beautiful Light codes that are being showered upon you now. You are
asked to open your Crown and receive those Light templates, to hold them within your body
as well as your consciousness. And then as you enter into the Collective of humanity, you
do so from that beautiful expression of who you are as a creator in form. And you create in
a more precise way, as you reflect that individuality, that sacred uniqueness that you carry
and are starting to remember, because of the presence of these beautiful Light codes that
are streaming in wave after wave after wave.
As you plant these seeds in the garden of humanity, you begin to nurture them, as you
would nurture seedlings in a garden. And as you know, in that nurturing you must water it
as you nurture it, you must love it. So that requires in the garden of consciousness for you
to remember who you are and to nurture that remembrance by daily going into that Sacred
Heart, looking into the consciousness of the Sacred Heart, into that beautiful Soul of yours –
and loving it, valuing it. Nurture your garden.
And, as you nurture the Collective garden that you have seeded together from that
uniqueness but also from the Collective Consciousness of this beautiful Crucible, this Bubble
of Light that you have just created, you have to weed the garden often, so that the seedlings
are not disturbed and can grow and thrive. And how do you do that? You weed out old
patterns that don’t serve you; you weed out the thoughts that disturb you and cause you to
react in unreasonable ways or in negative ways. You root out things that don’t expand the
vitality of your Soul, so it can express itself clearly. And you can see the path very clearly. It
is constantly being enlightened, so that you follow that Christed path very easily. And then
you fertilize it. You fertilize it with your Love; you fertilize it with the Undifferentiated Light
that you draw in through that Crown, through the Pineal, bringing it into your Heart. You
fertilize it with the will, your personal will that is merged with the Will of Source, so that you
are a vital influence as that individual within the Collective.
And you do this every single day in the next three months.
So, as the summer Solstice approaches, you begin to see those beautiful seedlings come up
from your garden. They are very green, and they are beautiful. And they become very
fruitful.
So, these are the things that I wanted to bring to your attention this evening, Dear Ones. It’s
an important time in the life of each one of you, in the life of every human on the planet. As
you are well aware of, there is so much disharmony planet-wide, in all areas of your world:
misunderstandings, beliefs systems that no longer serve humans as the 3rd dimension of
separation and fear begins to fall away. It is not supported any longer.
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[24:36] It triggers many, because they don’t understand. They haven’t awakened enough,
as you have, to see that they also can make such a difference on Planet Earth and facilitate a
further expansion in the Christed Matrix that was so generously returned to the Earth in
2011. And Beings like you have helped to expand that Matrix, so once again it will shine
brilliantly within the Core of Mother Earth.
You, too, your unique image contributes to the expansion of that Matrix. You reflect to the
Elemental community what needs to be created, now, that reflects Christ Consciousness,
Love, Unity. And you are empowered, empowered by the presence of these Light codes to
be a key player in this escalation of consciousness. You contribute so much to Earth, so
Mother Earth can again bloom in her beautiful Christed Image as a Christed Planet. And the
Elementals can help her create that. So, in turn, in her gratitude, Mother Earth creates an
environment for each one of you, for all of humanity, to live in peace, harmony, Love, and
Unity.
This is the vision that we are giving you to hold, to nurture, to fertilize, to grow, as you walk
every day on Planet Earth in that beautiful body of yours. You are the ones in form; you are
the ones in a body. You are supported by the Masters, the Archangels, the Lords of Light –
and you know this. But, in the end, Dear Ones, it takes you, as a creative force from that
individual state of being, a Christed Being, to create the difference in the world of form.
That’s what you came here to do… We came to support that, to nurture you, to give you the
bigger picture, to show you a different way, so that heaven actually exists on your Earth
again.
So, we are delighted that so many of you took the opportunity to join us this evening and
took it seriously, because you knew this was a very important gathering, a very important
time to seed the consciousness of the Divine individual that is capable of creating a different
Light Template on Earth, in form…
Yes, it will take some of your time to accomplish this. Some of you are weary. You have
been at this for a long time. Transformation at that individual level oftentimes is difficult.
But you have been tenacious, and you have persevered, because you know how valuable
this era of change is. And you know that you can make a difference. So, you have
persevered, many of you for years…
For many of you, this is not the first embodiment that you have worked towards this
transformation. But now it has become very real, because this is the time that it can
actually take hold. The seeding has taken place over the last several years of your time on
Earth, time and time again. And each time, those seedings are stronger and more viable.
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[31:35] This has been occurring since the sacred, sacred time of that beautiful Harmonic
Convergence. This is when things began to change for real. Some had unexpected
expectations that it would happen by 2012. Oh, Dear Ones, the decline in your
consciousness did not occur in a matter of a few years! It was hundreds of thousands of
years that that decline happened.
Remember at that SoulSpirit level the Golden Age, the billion years of the Golden Age,
where humanity walked the Earth in full consciousness of its Divinity, both from the
Collective perspective, the Collective of All That Is, as well as the individual as they
expressed themselves in that complete Unity. And they used the Element of Love without
any restraint. Remember those times! And create that viability of those times now,
because the ground is fertile. It will take the seed that you plant now. It will not be washed
away…
This has been such a beautiful gathering. We see the beauty of each one of you, as you are
contributing to the energy of the Collective. Your energy is a viable energy, and it is so
brilliantly lit this evening. You are very serious about the duties that you are yet to perform.
And we encourage you to continue. You can overcome the obstacles that you have to face
and create anew. You are the beautiful Divine expression in action, and you make such a
difference.
We thank you for joining us in this gathering. We thank you for your seriousness. But we
thank you for your joy, and we thank you for your laughter, which in itself creates such a
beautiful expression. So we encourage you to continue. And we will walk with you, side by
side, Heart to Heart, until this is done!
Blessings, Beloveds, Blessings!

